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ABSTRACT

I-t io Bhown, that the interpretation of the Einatein energy-momentum

"pseudo-tenaor", "covariantissed with the help of a "background metric , as

the energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational field with respect to a

background field, ie consistent with a geometric hamiltonian analysis.

It is also shown, that the von Freud super-potential and the Komar super po-

tential describe the dynamics of the gravitational field in different function

spaces, subject . to different boundary conditions. One can pass from one

superpotential to the other by performing a Legendre transformation on

the boundary.
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INTRODUCTION

It is well known, that the hamiltonian for general relativity (or, in

fact, for every theory invariant under the action of the group of diffeo-

morphisms) depends only upon the boundary values of the fields, and the

values of their derivatives on the boundary of the region in which dynamics

takes place. Since there exist different expressions for this hamiltonian,

before starting a hamiltonian analysis of general relativity one has to de-

cide which of the existing hamiltonians is the correct one.

The theory of geometric hamiltonian analysis developed by Kijowsski jtid

Tulczyjew[ 10] allows to derive unambigously the hamiltonian for any Lagran-

gian theory. This approach, applied to general relativity, gives the following

results:

a) if one adopts the Hilbert-Palatini variational principle, one obtains

the "Komar's energy expression" [3,7,11,15 ] as the hamiltonian of the theory.

b) if one adopts the second order Hilbert lagrangian, one obtains the

Komar hamiltonian *,

c) in the purely affine first order formulation of general relativity [9 1

once again one obtains the Komar expression.

These three examples suggest that the correct hamiltonian for general

relativity is given by Komar's expression. However, as shown by Regge and

Teitelboim [13] , the so-called AIM expression for the energy [ 2) may also
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be used as the hamiltonian for the gravitational field, and this expression

is not the same as the Komar expression, even for asymptotically flat space-

times. Since the ADM hamiltonian is a special case of the Einstein energy

expression [3,5,7,15] ,or, rather, of the so-called von Freud superpotential

[3,6,7,15]» which can be derived from the Einstein "pseudo-tensor", the work

of Regge and Teitelboim shows that the von Freud superpotential can be in fact

used as the hamiltonian for general relativity. The argument used in [9] to

reject this expression, namely that the von Freud superpotential is obtained

by arbitrarily splitting the "true" hamiltonian vector density of the gravi-

tational field into twonon-covariant parts and discarding a total divergence,

is not entirely convincing, since:

a) as pointed out above, the von Freud's expression can be used as the

hamiltonian for general relativity, and

b) as shown by Witten {16] , the resulting expression can be written

in a covariant way using spinors, and moreover has the property of being po-

sitive definite for reasonable physical matter fields [14,16] .

The Einstein's energy "pseudo-tensor" was originally derived [5] using

the standard flat space-time hamiltonian formulation, starting from the non-

invariant first order gravitational lagrangian obtained from the Hilbert lag-

rangian by dropping a divergence. Such an approach violates the spirit of

Einstein's theory - the geometrical interpretation of the resulting quantities

being rather obscure - however it suggests that the final expression for the

energy "has something to do with hamiltonian dynamics". It has been noted by

several authors, that the so called "pseudo-expressions" for the energy have
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tensorial transformation properties, if one interprets them as "the energy of

the gravitational field measured with respect to a tetrad field" [7] , or as

"the energy of the gravitational field measured with respect to a background

metric" [l,4] . If one adopts the "background metric" approach, one can write

a first order invariant lagrangian for the gravitational field, depending upon

the physical metric, its first derivatives and upon the background metric, and

one can use the geometrical techniques developed in Kijowski and Tulczyjew

t 10] to derive the hamiltonian for such a theory (a non-invariant lagrangian

cannot be used in their approach). This approach will be adopted in this

paper.It is shown, that the interpetation of (a slight modification of) the

Einstein energy-momentum as the energy of the gravitational field measured

with respect to a background metric fits nicely into a manifestly covariant

hamiltonian analysis. The final expression for the hamiltonian • a modifica^

tion of the von Freud superpotential - can therefore be consistently used as

the hamiltonian for the gravitational field. If the background is asymptoti-

cally Minkowskian, one recovers the standard von Freud expression for the ener-

gy, from which the ADM hamiltonian and the Bitten expression can be derived.

The most important result of this paper is the derivation of a very

simple relation between the Komar hamiltonian and the von Freud hamiltonian.

It is shown, that they describe the dynamics of the gravitational field on

spaces of solutions of Einstein's equations, where different boundary condi-

tions are imposed. The use of one or of the other expression for the hamil-

tonian is therefore subject to the choice of boundary conditions, which a

specific physical situation forces us to adopt.



To change the boundary conditions one has to perfom a boundary Legendre

transformation. Since in the "von Freud mode" one fixes some components of

the metric - the gravitational potential - as having prescribed boundary va-

lues in the relevant function space, the resulting expression is not covariant

without the introduction of a background metric. The relation between both ha-

miltonians for general relativity is very similar to the relation that exists

between the symmetrical (gauge-invariant) and the canonical (non gauge-inva-

riant) energy momentum tensors in electrodynamics. As has been shown by

2
Kijowski ', both can be used as hamiltonians for the electromagnetic field,

depending upon what boundary conditions one is forced to choose in a specific

physical situation. It must be emphasized that this observation of prof.

Kijowski is at the origin of this work.

For conceptual simplicity, the vacuum Einstein theory only is considered

in this paper. All the results presented here may easily be generalized to the

matter case. The generalization is straightforward in the case of matter fields

having vanishing the second stress tensor {9,10] ,such as Yang-Mills fields,

for example. If the second stress tensor does not vanish, the generalization

requires a modification of the super-potentials, and the use of Belinfante-

Rosenfeld theorem, along very similar lines as in [ 9] .
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1. THE FIRST ORDER METRIC LAGRANGIAN

y v
Let g „ t& the physical metric, f the background metric, g and f

their respective inverses. One easily derives the following relation between

T
vv (the Christoffel symbol of the metric g y ) and * (the Christoffel

symbol of ):

\ XX

r = * +c

C X
y = ( e '* - e X ,v - e ^ . )/2,

where

eMV1 = g1^ - fyV , (1.2)

a semi-column denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the back-

ground metric, all the indices are raised and lowered with g**u , for example

= e Bv
(notice that raising and lowering of indices does not commute with cova-

riant differentiation with respect to f ).

From (1.1) one can obtain the relation between the curvature tensors

a s = n

where

2C° c c
ay it oS BY

(1.3)

v r

BS,Y BY,4
r r

<JY es

is the curvature tensor of r , and n is the curvature tensor of
BY BY«

The Hilbert lagrangian

g gH R
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may be written in the following form

+ c
a c° - c\ cf

From the identity

2 e g 8 * C ° . , = - Z ° . + 2 e i

where

e = C det ( f*v g ) )
pB

1/2

(1.4)

( CX (f - C° CX ), (1.5)

(1.6)

(to derive (1.5) the following identities

•*

m.. he used), one obtains

ot. = J t det 1 I L
* ' uv 1

= - e A

(1.7)

(1.8)

(1-9)

We can now consider the theory described by the coordinate invariant lag-

rangian <£4 , which depends on the metric g ^ and its derivatives up to first

order. The field equations for such a theory

3 ( aJ^j/Sg ) =3 ot, /3g Vl.l"^

may be written in a manifestly invariant form

(LID
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where

> A.
(1.12)

is a tensor density symnetric in the first two indices, 8 /ig* means

differentiation with respect to g , g and g" are considered as in-

dependant variables *. In Appendix A, it is shown that the canonical momenta

n take the following form:

= vfldet f f P

= D g ZX/2 (1.13)

Equations (1.11) are, of course, equivalent to Einstein equations (L dif-

fers from the Hilbert lagrangian by a divergence, irrespective of the background

metric chosen). For the sake of completeness, it is shown explicitly in Appen-

dix A.

3- In this paper, the convention that the derivative with respect to the

set of independent variables { g } is one half of the usual one is used.

•Therefore, df(g°S ) = 3f/ 3g
a B dgaS and riot l/2 3f/3g°

B dg°S . The same remark

applies to differentiation with respect to any a priori symnetric quantities.
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2. THE HAMILTONIAN FORMULATION OF THE THEORY

We present here (in a vulgarized version) the results of Kijowski and

Tulczyjew [ 10 ] , in their application to the theory described by the lagrangian

(1.9). In order to put a theory in a time-evolution form, we need to define a

time in the space-tijne considered. Since in a general Lorentz manifold there is

no preferred time coordinate, the whole construction will depend upon an arbitra-

ry chosen vector field X , the flow of which will provide the required time co-

ordinate. Consider now the following functional defined on the space of solutions

of Einstein's equations:

To obtain the hamiltonian of the theory, we perform a Legwdre transforma-

E 1 XJ (2.1)

where z is any (also arbitrarily chosen) hypersurface transversal to the

flow of X (the time - zero hypersurface), and

n = d x V . . ftdx3 X J i = X ° n = S ° J J n

a a

Since I is defined only on solutions of the field equations (1.10), we
have

[ V 1

where n - 3 J n > !-„ denotes the Lie derivative with respect to X, and

to derive (2.2) the identity

has been used, which holds for any antisymnetric tensor density X H" .

tion which exchanges n n with L g :
Qp U X

(2.3)

From (2.2) it follows, that

In order that the functional H defines a hamiltonian vector field on the

space of solutions of Einstein equations, we must restrict ourselves to the

space of functioas satisfying

' x[yn y] a e
 a\ - o.

If, for some physical reasons, we would be interested in the evolution of

a system where certain components of the connection and not of the metric are

fixed on the boundary, we have to perform a Le^endro transformation on the boun-

dary. From

one easily obtains

therefore

(2.6)

(2.8)

Equation (2.8) shows, that

6( H +JJ X
[ V 3 /|det fl

(2.9)
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standard rectangular coordinates, from the resulting Identities

C = r e = / - det g

expression (3-4) reduces to the classical expression for the tinstein

energy "pseudo-tensor".

PROP. 1;

If X is chosen to be a Killing vector of the background metric, and the

field equations for gv^ are satisfied, then

E * (XJ = E* (X) = 0.
j i ,1

(3-5)

Proof:

Choose coordinates in which X = 3 /3 t (it is X°= 1 , X = 0). Since equatio

(3-5) has an invariant character, it is sufficient to show that it holds in

this coordinate system. Since X is a Killing vector, the only dependence of

upon t will be through the field g u u . One has

1 vy
 t x

x 3 g /Silt = 0 ,

in virtue of the field equations (1.10). We have also used the fact, that

M^ vv a 0(11 vi uu,

\s = s y - 2 g V'o = a g
y /at

in the coordinate system chosen.

From prop. 1 one can deduce the existence of a superpotential for the ha-

miltonian vector density E :

-12-

+ 1 v/ -det g g°S X^{ jr
y) - 6

y V , n
3Z ae a B <.a B^y v\i

Therefore, H1 is the appropriate hamiltonian in the space of functions sa-

tisfying

(2.10)

3- THE HAMILTONIAN SUPERPOTENTIAL

The hamiltonian vector density

takes the following form

E\X) =

(3.1)

(3.2)

where

(3.3)

In the terminology of Kijowski and Tulczyjew [ 10 ] , t and t ^ are

respectively the first and second stress tensors of the gravitational field, as

measured with respect to the background metric.

From (i.13), one obtains

fc
 v =

2 e ( C „ C c B ~C , C
a 6 > " Z C a , " \\ (3.4)

If one takes the background to be the Minkowski metric, and chooses the
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= E (3.6)

. vXwhere E is an antisymmetric tensor density. It is proved in the Ap-

pendix B, that the straightforward generalization of the von Freud superpo-

tential

4.
namely ,

- det g ^ Uv = 2 gva ( det g ga[8 gv]X )

2 g

(3-7)

(3-8)

(the change of sign is motivated by the fact, that det g is negative),

provides a superpotential for X covariantly constant with respect to the

background

U AV xVldetf |
oB (3.9)

Since proposition 1 is true for any Killing vectors (not only covarian-

tly constant), one may expect that there should exist a superpotential for any

Killing vector. The corresponding superpotential, as shown in Appendix B, is

given by the following formula:

(3-10)

If one takes X to be covariantly constant with respect to a Minkowski

background, and takes rectangular coordinates, expression (3.10) reduces ob-

A similar superpotential has already been considered in [8l , see also

[1] for a "covariantization" of the Landau-Lifschitz "pseudotensor" [l2] with

the use of a background metric.
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viously to the von Freud superpotential (3-7)-

The formula (2.3) can be written now in the following form:

(3.11)

H is the appropriate handltonian for the space of functions satisfying (2.5).

The hamiltonian for functions satisfying (2.10) is given by h"

H ' = » * I ( E v l
 + 2 X [ v Z X l V | d e t f | ) (3-12)

From (B.2), one obtains

• [ v - X ]
E " + 2 X L V Z n j V | d e t f | =

(3.13)

This is exactly the Komar superpotential [11] :

E v* = i/- det g
K oB

(3.14)

where a bar denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the physi-

cal metric g

Note that in (3-14) all reference to an external background metric field

has disappeared.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that a generalization of the Einstein energy momentum

"pseudotensor", "covariantized" with the help of a background metric, can be

derived by geometrical hamiltonian methods. It has been also shown that the

Komar hamiltonian and the von Freud hamiltonian differ by a Legendre transfor-
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mation, and describe the dynamics of the gravitational field on spaces of data

satisfying different boundary conditions. This observation provides the missing

link between the methods of Kijowski [9 I ; and the result of Regge and Teitel-

boini [13] • It is probable that some of the other expressions existing in the

literature for the energy of a gravitating system (for example the Landau-

Lifschitz [12] expression) may differ from the Komar and the von Freud expres-

sions by a Legendre transform on the boundary.

There are still a few questions left unanswered. It iu not obvious to the

author, why the ABM expression for the energy, obtained by a deparametrization

of the vanishing generating function of the dynamics, is the same as the von

• 11 . < nrvssion (for asymptotically flat space-times). It is also not obvious

i. itn ' in i. 'II-IRI hamiltonian may be written in a covariant way,

without anj • • •" •• >.ickground metric. The physical significance of the

boundary conditions (2.5) and (2.10) remains to be investigated. The author

hopes to be able to present a solution to these problems in a subsequent

paper.
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APPENDIX A

Some algebra leads from (1.1) to the following expression

(A.I)

From (A.I) one obtains

/2

(A.2)

From (A.2) and (1.9) one easily obtains equations (1.13)-

The field equations (1.12) may be written in tensor (and not tensor den-

sity) form:

V P = 3 L./3g (A.3)

From (1.9), (1.13) and (A.3) one obtains

x x " —
ID +g Z / 2 + e

From the identities

R g /2 (A.4)

(A.5)

- C , 6° . 1 / 2 ,
TB( v v )

one obtains
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= - ca

Ba \ [iv> 6

/ a e ^ - C
BY l i

° - CB

From (A.6) one obtains

(A.6)

= 0 - C° C6 rC. . i V e + c" CB (A.7)

From

R = R n = a
jiV \)p jiv y

one obtains

a\i,v

(in fact C° is a total differential). Equation (A.8) gives
ap

D \ = e { R - n + Ca C0 - C° CS )

(A.8)

(A.9)

Inserting (A.7) and (A.9) into (A.4) gives, as expected, the Einstein

equations for g

G = R - R g / 2 = 0.
pu jiv pu

APPENDIX B

First it will be shown, that if the field equations are satisfied by the

physical metric g , then, for X° covariantly constant with respect to the

background

t° xK = u aB xK = ( u aS xK )
K PC ;S K ;B

(B.I)
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where U a B is given by (3.8). From (3-8). (1.6) and (1.7) one obtains
K

VaB = 2 ( e C [ S a l
 + « [ ° Z e ] ) (B.2)

T h i s i m p l i e s

V - 2 e ( C° C[ael
 + (C

[oBl ), ) (B.3)

(remember that raising and lowering of indices does not commute with cova-

riant differentiation). From

CL"BJ ) = C
< ;B

[ a 3 ] - C(fllf) CB

and from

z" = cB
je BK

2 e ( C[ B 0 ]

B

C Q - C f a B ) CY

BY BY

= 2 e C11"" - t" - S L,
B-K K e 1

one obtains

.a
= t

C
oB

Since

2 CaS

2 CBa
r , =

[B ;«]

one finally obtains

U ~°

t e 52CS° + 2 C ° B

t C
80 C° - 2 C ( a Y ) 'CB } .

i BY a ra roB _o B _Y

-gn + c c -c .c
PC 6fK OK 6 Y BK

1 + ga8 a + c0 cTa - cB cYa

it BK YB < Y< 6

U
K !B

2 e G°

where

1.4)

I B o )

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)

„<! BY a aB
= g n - g a

Since Xa is a background Killing vector, it satisfies the equation

-18-
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X = a x
;a6 . aBo

(B.10)

(B.10) implies, for X° ^ = 0,

S 0^ X* = 0 (B.ll)

which proves (B.I) if G = 0 .

Let us now turn our attention to the case of a general Killing vector X .

The divergence of (3-10) gives

E V \ . U r
W

o X r
 + { U XV

 + (2 e g v [ Y ] ) . . X)
; B ;

2 e g a t V ] XB

B ;

From (B.10) one obtains

2 e g
0 [ V ! XB

B X (B.13)

One also has

=e - 2 C U )

BK K K B

= - 2 P A g a V - U XV . (B.14)

(B.8) combined with (B.13) and (B.14) allows us to write (B.12) in the Fol-

lowing form:

- 2 P
;v

which shows, that E given by (3.10) is indeed the superpotential for

the energy momentum tensor of the gravitational field with respect to a back-

ground field.
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